PLATE 3A
STRUCTURE CONTOUR MAP ON SAN CAYETANO FAULT AND SUBCROP MAP OF STRATA IN THE HANGING-WALL BLOCK OF THE SAN CAYETANO FAULT
C.I. 500 m and 500 m
--- Contour
--- Subcrop contact

PLATE 3B
STRUCTURE CONTOUR MAP OF THE TOP OF THE REPETTO MEMBER OF THE FERNANDO FORMATION
C.I. 500 m and 1000 m

well location, depths in meters subsea
dip direction and amount, w = weak
- base QGM penetrated, top Repetto calculated assuming 1880 m QTI and correcting for dip
- base QGM penetrated, top Repetto calculated assuming 1880 m QTI and 610 m QSM and correcting for dip
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